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Working out a ‘prenup’ proves a capital idea

Marriage figures from the Austra-
lian Bureau of Statistics report that
121,197 couples tied the knot in
2014. Of this number, it is estimat-
ed that one in three will subse-
quently divorce, reinforced by the
statistics that 27.5 per cent of mar-
riages involved people who had
previously married.

The ABS also tells us that the
median age of divorce in Australia
for men is 45 and for females is 42.5
and the average length of marriage
is 12 years before divorce. With
such sobering figures, prenups
should be a “must have” conver-
sation for anyone getting married
with any reasonable wealth or
prospect of wealth in the future.

Phillip Briffa, partner from law
firm PB Ritz Lawyers says that to
help protect against a messy rela-
tionship end from a financial per-
spective is the “a binding financial
agreement, or prenup as they are
more commonly known”. 

It is an agreement to determine
how the assets of a relationship
will be divided should the relation-
ship break down and can cover is-
sues such as ongoing maintenance
and how assets will be split follow-

ing a partner’s death”. Briffa says
that his clients typically put bind-
ing financial agreements in place
when:

• A person has significantly
more assets than their partner at
the start of the relationship;

• A person has received, or ex-
pects to receive, a large inherit-
ance

• Children from previous re-
lationships are involved.

But why are prenups so taboo?
It’s much better to have a para-
chute prepared even if it’s never
used as opposed to a hard landing,
right? Vanessa Auditore, a Syd-
ney-based coach, counsellor and
change strategist feels that it can
be difficult to bring up the topic of
prenups as “newly in-love couples
can have an idealised view of life
and perceive having tough conver-
sations as a sign of lack of commit-
ment and or trust in their partner”.

Disputing this notion Auditore
suggests: “Relationships are about
two people and it makes sense to
me that building a solid foun-
dation for a successful relation-
ship, financial security and family
stability requires some important
conversations pre wedding.”

Madeleine Tran, principal law-
yer from Family Law DIY who
provides education and templates
to help people minimise legal costs
agrees and says: “The best way to
approach prenups is to talk openly
about it when the relationship
starts getting serious.”

Tran often has clients literally
running to her front door days
from getting married to sort out
the binding financial agreement
and recommends planning ahead.
“Talk about the assets that you
both have and if things happen, the
last thing anyone wants is the
stress and costs of lawyers and
court to split assets,” Tran says.

Tran advises her clients to get

binding financial agreements in
place but notes that “a court can
rip up the agreement if it is not fair
and reasonable. It’s not like in the
USA and it’s not a be all and end all
document”.

In regard to other benefits of
prenups, Tran adds “at the very
least it will detail the assets that
each party brought into the rela-
tionship which can reduce legal

Being open about financial aspirations in case 
of divorce can avoid financial headaches
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costs upon divorce as a lot of time
can be spent in court arguing
about who brought what into the
relationship”.

To dispel a common miscon-
ception, a binding financial agree-
ment is not just for people with
millions of dollars in assets. Briffa
observes that a large number of
divorce disputes are over a few
hundred thousand dollars.

Tran advises that a binding fin-
ancial agreement can be put in
place for typically between $1000
and $5000 depending on the level
of assets and complexity.

Briffa says: “A common mis-
conception is that these agree-
ments can only be entered into
before marriage, hence the col-
loquial name ‘prenup’. This isn’t
true. They can be entered into be-

fore, during and even after mar-
riage, and similarly before, during
or after the breakdown of a de
facto relationship.”

In addition to being fair and
reasonable, there are other prenup
requirements that must be met
such as “both parties need to re-
ceive independent legal advice be-
fore they sign the agreement”’
Briffa notes.

Cash just won’t cut it; focus on 
companies that are growing 

Make no mistake. The good times
are over. That’s about as suc-
cinctly as I can put it. From now
on returns from property and
stocks in aggregate will be me-
diocre. Of course, the very best
quality companies and properties
will produce better returns but the
averages, as measured by the All
Ordinaries and median house
prices, will disappoint. 

To put it another way, if you re-
sent the fact the All Ordinaries
index is at about the same level it
was a decade ago, prepare for con-
tinuing frustration.

Since 2014, quantitative easing
has been unwinding. The collec-
tive bond purchasing of the Bank
of England, the European Central
Bank, the Bank of Japan and the
US Federal Reserve, along with
the foreign currency reserve buy-
ing of Switzerland, Saudi Arabia
and China has amounted to
$US10 trillion ($13 trillion). 

But since the second half of cal-
endar 2013 when the G7 bought
about $US200 billion of bonds
and high quality credit, bond buy-
ing has been declining steadily. In
the six months to December 2015
the collective bond purchasing
had fallen by two thirds to just
$US50bn.

Unsurprisingly, since the capi-
tal injections began declining, eq-
uity markets have gone nowhere
and the price of just about all com-
modities have collapsed, as have
emerging market currencies. 

All of this is coinciding with a
realisation that high debt levels at
the country, corporate and indi-
vidual level have rendered zero
interest rates no more effective at
stimulating demand than “push-
ing on a string”. It appears we have
indeed reached what hedge fund
titan Ray Dalio described as the
limit of spending growth financed
by debt and free money. 

The impact of low interest
rates caused a migration out of
cash and into alternative assets
such as shares, pushing asset
prices higher and rewarding those
who had bought early. Sadly,
however, because the cash injec-
tions through QE were directed to
financial institutions, it was the
upper class who were enriched,
not the middle class. The funds in-
jected into the financial system
stayed in the financial system. Is it
any wonder Donald Trump is re-
ceiving such a hearing? 

The result of the asset price ap-
preciation has been that ad-
ditional returns available on
alternative investments to cash
have not been sufficiently higher
than cash to warrant investment.

In turns this explains the de-
bate around the lack of invest-
ment for growth and why
Australian companies are acqui-
escing to shareholder demands
for more income and increasing
their dividend payout ratios.

When long-term rates of re-

turn are the same as short-term
rates, there is little or no incentive
to invest for the long term.
Growth is therefore absent and
harder to come by.

And that’s why you must focus
on the share of companies that are
growing. There are plenty of com-
panies growing and growing fast
and/or with long-term growth
runways. 

But there are risks too. Inves-
tors in the shares of companies of-
fering high dividend yields but
little or no growth are likely to
find that the asset price is not sup-
ported by earnings growth and
are vulnerable to sell-offs upon
bouts of fear. And that’s the other
thing to expect — bouts of panic.

And yet, importantly you must
be invested. Cash simply won’t
offer the returns that will main-
tain your purchasing power. If
you are going to invest in stocks,
however, you must be invested in
companies that are able to retain
capital and redeploy it at high
rates of return. Look for compan-
ies offering high rates of return on
incremental capital. 

Alternatively seek out funds
that have a solid framework for
shorting stocks of companies that
are in structurally deteriorating
industries, are being disrupted
permanently or engaging in ag-
gressive accrual accounting.

One last thing: At acute risk
are retirees invested in high yield-
ing shares whose asset prices are
unsupported by earning growth
because company CEOs have ac-
quiesced to shareholder demands
for more income and raised pay-
out ratios. 
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Lead and lag indicators vital for picking US golden geese

Behind the investment market sits
the real economy that manufac-
tures, serves or consumes any-
thing and everything that
industrial and consumer custom-
ers require.

This enduring relationship has
continued, in one form or another,
since Ancient Rome, but what has
evolved within modern times is
how we assess, gauge and analyse
these commercial dynamics.

Now, we must acknowledge
the US real economy is stepping
down off an ageing bull business
cycle which began immediately
after the nadir of the Great Re-
cession in 2009 and has run full
course until today. And we must
also recognise that the US bench-
mark S&P 500 stock index is hov-
ering just below all-time record
highs. Keeping that in mind, it is
time to pay heightened attention
to what the trusted “lead” and
“lagging” indicators from the US
are telling us.

US indicators matter to all glo-
bal investors, whether they be
Australian Ultra High Net Worth
families, Middle Eastern insti-
tutional sovereign wealth fund
participants or North American
“Mom and Pop” 401(k) pension
funds.

And that is why every investor
should note that the aggregated

average month-to-month im-
provement across US Federal Re-
serve district manufacturing
indices in March has been the
largest on record for a single
month — ever.

This alone is significant for the
global investor seeking reassur-
ance that the propeller-head of
the global economy — US manu-
facturing — continues to be resili-
ent in the face of global
recessionary forces.

All major US Federal Reserve
surveys, reflecting the regions rec-
ognised for manufacturing, rose
meaningfully in March, with Phil-
ly Fed (+15.2pt to +12.4), Empire
State (+17.2pt to +0.6), and Rich-
mond Fed (+26pt to +22) expand-
ing manufacturing activity for the
first time since mid-2015.

The Kansas City and Dallas
Fed also improved, even though
they remain contractionary due to
the stark reality that they suffer
higher exposure to US shale and
coal industries.

Regardless of how impressive
these metrics appear viewed in
isolation, the financial tradecraft
for global investors is found when
these are framed through an in-
vestment lens that provides op-
portunities to tactically position
portfolios within and across core
S&P 500 constituents.

Global investors need to also
consider the following at this time:

• S&P 500 earnings growth is
without doubt beginning to slow,
reiterated by consensus estimates
for 2016 US earnings growth col-
lapsing from 12 per cent last US
summer to just 2 per cent today.

• Earnings growth is expected
to be negative year-over-year in
first and second quarters, with
earnings weakness seen beyond

US shale. In the past, when earn-
ings rolled over, it was a sign that
the cycle was ending, however, in
five prior cycles dating back to the
1930s, profits did rebound after
rolling over.

• US freight transportation
data, helpful in assessing econ-
omic activity in goods-producing
sectors of the US economy, has
turned significantly higher in Feb-
ruary and March.

• Furthermore, railcar vol-
umes show that non-coal trans-
portation volumes are higher on a
year-over-year basis after falling
steadily for most of 2015.

• Trucking activity, which is
nearly four times as large as rail,
rose by 7.2 per cent in February,
the largest monthly increase since
December 2012.

• Seaborne US container traf-

fic volume data available for Feb-
ruary also shows a meaningful
increase, rising 11 per cent on a sea-
sonally adjusted basis.

• Resilience identified in US
non-energy companies, with busi-
ness capital spending and payrolls
remaining stable.

• Within US energy sector, de-
fault rates have spiked to 12 per
cent of outstanding issues, but
non-energy default rates remain
stable at 2 per cent, roughly the
same level they’ve been at since
2011.

For Australian global investors
attempting to find value within
listed US stockmarkets, it is im-
portant to note that the S&P 500
Industrials subset has outper-
formed the S&P 500 by nearly six
percentage points since January’s
retracement and, similarly, equity
prices of transportation firms
within the broader Russell 3000
index — which covers 98 per cent
of public US firms — such as rail-
ways and truckers, have also
sharply outperformed the broader
Russell 3000 index.

In his 2015 shareholder letter,
Warren Buffett stated: “For 240

years it’s been a terrible mistake to
bet against America, and now is no
time to start. America’s golden
goose of commerce and innova-
tion will continue to lay more and
larger eggs.”

Accepting that US politics may
have a material impact on the na-
tion’s fiscal realities post Novem-
ber’s presidential elections, now
appears to be the time for Austra-
lian global investors to assess how
and where they allocate portions
of their core portfolios or indeed
SMSF’s towards the US economic
machine.

For those content with the
market performance, or “beta” of
the US’s bourse, it is difficult to
look past BlackRock’s iShares
S&P 500 Australian Dollar
Hedged ETF (IHVV: AU), Core
S&P Mid-Cap ETF (IJH: AU) or
their Russell2000 ETF (IRU: AU).

But for those seeking active re-
turns or pockets of untapped
value, a more sophisticated ap-
proach remains the best option.

And whichever of those are
chosen, the facts remain the same,
meaning that all that is left to de-
cide, is how to assess, gauge and
analyse these commercial dynam-
ics and, accordingly, proactively
invest.

With further risks laying ahead
should the US dollar appreciate as
we approach further rate hikes
later this year, the important ques-
tion that should be asked is not
whether we invest in the US econ-
omy today but when should we
seek a timely and profitable exit.

Larkin Group is an Ultra High Net 
Worth Wealth team focusing on 
high-yielding global investments.

www.larkingroup.com.au
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The US real 
economy is 
stepping down off
an ageing bull 
business cycle

Auditore recently worked with
a couple who had a binding finan-
cial agreement in place with very
clear instructions if a divorce oc-
curred. It was the second marriage
for the man and third marriage for
the woman. She has since been
working through the behaviours,
communication and patterns that
has led to their previous failed
marriages so as to minimise the
chance of it occurring another
time round.

“A binding financial agreement
doesn’t protect the emotional in-

vestment in a marriage. Success
both financial and relational, how-
ever, is often about planning and
making informed decisions that
support best outcomes for all par-
ties. This is, after all the meaning of
union,” Auditore says.

With the reality that many of us
will divorce, having a prenup can
help assist with clarity if there is a
break up however the best protec-
tion against losing assets during a
divorce is to be lucky enough to
find your ideal partner, maintain
good communication, be happy
and never separate, although this
is easier said than done as is any-
thing to do with mixing money
and emotions.

James Gerrard is the principal and 
director of independently owned 
Sydney financial planning firm 
FinancialAdvisor.com.au

‘Talk about assets 
you both have’ 
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FAMILY LAW DIY
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AUSTRALIA’S 

AGRIBUSINESS AGENDA

Business leaders, farmers, politicians and international speakers will discuss 

the growing debate about foreign investment in Australian agribusiness and how 

Australia can manage the often competing demands of the mining and agriculture 

sectors.  Keynote speakers and panellists will provide expert insight into the state 

of our export markets, the impact of technology on productivity, and how Australia 

can maximise its potential as a leading global food supplier.

Wednesday 20th April, 2016 | 8am-5.30pm Palladium Crown Melbourne

THE HON JOSH FRYDENBERG 
Minister for Resources, Energy and Northern Australia

Plus other industry leaders


